Industrial Painter Helper
ABOUT US
Lopes Limited delivers excellence in industrial construction, maintenance and fabrication.
Lopes offers services ranging from custom and structural steel fabrication to piping,
electrical, ventilation & dust collection systems, scaffolding and structural steel erection.

We invest in professional development and offer a fulfilling career. Our ability to embrace
and adapt to change gives us the advantage of continual growth. We offer employees
leading edge training and take pride in building an expert workforce.

SUMMARY
An Industrial Painter Helper at Lopes is responsible for supporting the painting and
sandblasting team.

DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cleaning and organizing paint & sandblast area
Heavy lifting, forklift operator
Prepare material for painting & sandblasting
Maintenance around shop and yard
Assist painter and sandblaster for operation of respected booth
Other duties and tasks as required by supervisor

JOB REQUIREMENTS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

6+ months painting experience required
Hands-on inclined
Ability to work productively independently and in a team environment
Flexible, self-motivated and driven to achieve deadlines
Ability to work varied shift schedules
Ability to communicate and read in English
Attention to detail
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PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS

The physical and mental demands described here are representative of those that must
be met by an employee to successfully perform the essential functions of this job.
Reasonable accommodations may be made to enable individuals with disabilities to
perform the essential functions.
•

•

The employee will be required to remember and understand certain instructions,
guidelines or other information. The employee must be able to see and verbally
communicate. Specific vision abilities required by this job include close vision,
distance vision, peripheral vision, depth perception and the ability to adjust focus.
While performing the duties of this job, the employee will be required to move
frequently, stand up and walk for extended period of time and sit. The employee
is frequently required to use hands to touch, handle, and feel, and to reach with
hands and arms. The employee must be able to regularly lift and/or move up to
50lbs/23kg and occasionally lift and/or move up to 100lbs/45kg.

____________________________________________________________________
Please note that applicants must be legally entitled to work in Canada.
Lopes is committed to the principle of equity in employment. Accommodation will be
provided throughout the hiring process, as required. Applicants must make their needs
known in advance.
We thank all applicants for their interest, however, only those selected for further
consideration will be contacted.
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